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🍷TGIF🍷 
 
Trump Is a Walking, Talking National-Security Danger 
 
Trump brags he will break the law  
 
KAC taunts the law...’jail me!’ 
 
Mobsters hate the Rule of Law.  
 
Justice is coming, here (2016Elex), & internationally
(Brexit/MacronLeaks/EU/CAN, etc) 
 
Tick, Tock!
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🍷TGIF🍷 

 

Russia conducted a “continued and sustained” disinformation campaign against

Europe’s recent parliamentary elections, & that Russia’s high-tech efforts to influence

democratic votes have not slowed down 

 

This UK Report corroborates the Jan 2017 DNI Report on RU meddling

0:00

🍷TGIF3🍷 

 

Sajid Javid signs US extradition request 

 

London court says full U.S. extradition hearing for J-Ass will take place in Feb. 2020 

 

Notre Dame Cathedral to hold first mass since fire 

 

NDC officials say tycoons who promised millions after the fire haven't paid a cent
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🍷TGIF4🍷 

 

U.S. Supreme Court justices are voluntarily moving away from potential conflicts by

selling their shares of public companies 

 

Elaine Chao Sells Vulcan Stock Holdings 

 

Secretary of Transportation earned the shares while serving on board of the paving-

materials supplier
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🍷TGIF5🍷 

 

'Moldova is free' cheers new premier as rival steps aside 

 

UN Court Rejects UAE Bid for Measures Against Qatar 

 

Amid measles outbreak, New York ends religious exemptions for vaccines 

 

Trump campaign says it will handle foreign info on rivals on "case by case basis”

🍷TGIF6🍷 

 

NYC Allocates $250,000 for Abortions, Challenging Conservative States 

 

The money will go to a nonprofit fund that pays clinics for abortions performed on

women who cannot pay, a third of whom live outside NY. 

 

Creator of Website That Stole ATM Card Numbers Sentenced
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🍷TGIF7🍷 

 

📌The Japanese ship operator says sailors on board the Kokuka Courageous, one of

the vessels attacked near the Strait of Hormuz, saw “flying objects” just before the

attack, suggesting the tanker wasn’t damaged by mines. 

 

Did the Sea Giraff see anything?😎

🍷TGIF8🍷 

 

US releases video it claims shows Iran removing unexploded mine from Gulf tanker.  

 

Very odd, the alleged video is set to music...WTF? Quite the production.  

 

Pete Buttigieg was Facebook’s 287th user. Now he says the company has too much

power 

#FakeFight
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🍷TGIF9🍷 

 

No surprise, Barr’s ‘Justice Memo’ Backs Mnuchin on Trump Tax Returns 

 

Those tax returns must be sooooo damning.... 

 

Trump Says ‘It Doesn't Matter’ If Xi Agrees to Meeting at G-20 

 

First Democratic debate: June 2019 lineup to take shape

🍷TGIF10🍷 

 

Biden 

Sanders 

Buttigieg 

Harris 

Warren 

O'Rourke 

Yang 

Booker 

Castro 

Gabbard 

nslee 

Klobuchar 

Williamson 

de Blasio 

Bennet 

Delaney 

Gillibrand 

Hickenlooper 
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Ryan 

Swalwell

🍷TGIF11🍷 

 

Trump tried to unload a failed NYS golf course that experts say was useless land, but

not before working local officials to see if they could reappraise it at more than 5

times the assessed value, & later used a grossly inflated figure on campaign docs.
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🍷TGIF12🍷 

 

As fears of war loom, Trump’s Iran policy, arms deals face challenges in Congress 

 

Justice Department Announces New Transnational Elder Fraud Strike Force 

 

Law Enforcement Effort Will Coordinate Action Against Foreign Fraud Schemes that

Target American Seniors

🍷TGIF13🍷 

 

Members Of African Criminal Enterprise Charged W/ Large-Scale Trafficking Of

Rhino Horns And Elephant Ivory & Heroin Distribution 

 

NRA: Deepening debt, increased spending on legal fees 

 

F-35 jets: Chinese-owned company making parts for top-secret UK-US fighters

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9ESfdKUEAASZQB.jpg


📌Russia conducted a “continued and sustained” disinformation campaign against

Europe’s recent parliamentary elections, the European Union reported Friday, the

latest sign that Russia’s high-tech efforts to influence democratic votes have not

slowed down.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/14/eu-russians-interfered-our-ele…

‼ This is a big BOOM folks‼  

 

This ties together RUssian interference in Brexit, 2016Elex & other EU elections and

is a canon shot across the bow aimed at Barr & Trump’s Banana Republic

Investigation of the Investigation.  

 

We are getting close folks! 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

The report found that Russia sought to influence voter 
behavior and, in some cases, suppress turnout.  
 

These conclusions echo the conclusions of official U.S. 
investigations into the 2016 presidential 
election.eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/fil…
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38 people are talking about this

Trump foreign dirt: 2020 campaign will handle foreign information on opponents on

a "case by case basis" - CBS News
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a case by case basis   CBS News

Trump campaign says it will handle foreign info on rivals on "case by c…
"He said he would likely do both: listen to what they have to say but also report it to
the FBI," a Trump campaign spokesperson told CBSN, referring to the president

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-foreign-dirt-2020-campaign-will-handle-foreign-i…

‼ Excellent Thread‼  

 

The legal process is excruciatingly slow, but it grinds finely. #Patience 

Odette Roulette
@odetteroulette

What I like least abt having insomnia is waking up to see idiotic 
commentary on Twitter from ppl who shld know better. The new 
line of those who want "Impeachment Now!" is "Dems who don't 
agree w/me are complicit in Trump admin." Let me take a 
moment to eviscerate this idea.

182 9:38 AM - Jun 12, 2019

95 people are talking about this

The Japanese ship operator says sailors on board the Kokuka Courageous, one of the

vessels attacked near the Strait of Hormuz, saw “flying objects” just before the attack,

suggesting the tanker wasn’t damaged by mines.

The Latest: Arab League chief tells Iranians to 'be careful'
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — The Latest on Mideast developments amid
rising tensions in the Persian Gulf region (all times local): 11:45 p.m. The head of
the Arab League is...

https://apnews.com/7ef011f352ac4fc38fca04922c226c84

'Moldova is free' cheers new premier as rival steps aside 
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Kathleen Kiernan
@KiernanKathleen

"Moldova’s new prime minister Maia Sandu consolidated her 
power on Friday as her predecessor resigned, appearing to ease 
a crisis that shook the country for the past week as two rival 
governments jostled for control. "

Reuters Top News @Reuters
"Moldova is free" cheers new premier as rival steps aside 
reuters.com/article/us-mol…
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See Kathleen Kiernan's other Tweets

Trump Is a Walking, Talking National-Security Danger

Trump Is a Walking, Talking National-Security Danger
After two years of Mueller’s investigation, Trump still doesn’t understand that
accepting foreign help in elections is illegal. It’s also a recipe for blackmail.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumps-george-stephanopoulos-abc-interview-shows-h…

US releases video it claims shows Iran removing unexploded mine from Gulf tanker 

 

Very odd, the alleged video is set to music...WTF
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US releases video it claims shows Iran removing unexploded mine fro…
The United States has blamed Iran for an attack on two tankers in the Gulf of
Oman, releasing video footage that it claims shows an Iranian patrol boat removing
an unexploded mine from one of the ves…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/13/politics/us-images-iranian-boat-removing-mine/index.…

‼ Excellent Thread‼  

The Trump Adm is eviscerating Medicaid, striping healthcare away from millions of

low income people.  

 

Chris Murphy
@ChrisMurphyCT

THREAD: You won't see this on cable news this week but the 
Trump administration is taking steps to sabotage Medicaid that 
will result in millions of people losing their health coverage. 
Here's what they're doing:

5,763 7:40 PM - Jun 13, 2019

5,288 people are talking about this

Amid measles outbreak, New York ends religious exemptions for vaccines

New York ends religious exemptions for vaccines
Amid an ongoing measles outbreak, New York is requiring schoolchildren to be
vaccinated, even if parents have religious objections.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/13/health/new-york-vaccine-exemption-law-bn/index.html

‼ Excellent Thread‼  

 

Recognizing Transnational Organized Crime (TOC) networks  

 

Russia Revealed
@NoelMGreene

Replying to @NoelMGreene

Americans don't generally think about subversion. 
 
We tend to go through our lives, focusing on our own issues, 
daily struggles, accomplishments, etc. 
 
Most of us don't have the time to consider such things. And 
th ' t b fit i i b t it
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there's no apparent benefit we can see in worrying about it. 

 
2/

42 10:48 PM - Jun 13, 2019

See Russia Revealed's other Tweets

Notre Dame Cathedral to hold first mass since fire

Notre Dame Cathedral to hold first mass since fire
A small mass will be held at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris on Saturday evening --
the first since a fire destroyed the structure's spire, parts of the roof and vault in
April.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/13/world/notre-dame-cathedral-first-mass-since-fire-trnd/…

Notre Dame officials say tycoons who promised millions after the fire haven't paid a

cent 

 

Freedom in the 21C
@freedomAU21C

"... it's mainly American and French individuals, via Notre Dame 
charitable foundations, that are behind the first donations paying 
the bills and salaries for up to 150 
workers"abc.net.au/news/2019-06-1… via @ABCNews

2 12:23 AM - Jun 15, 2019

See Freedom in the 21C's other Tweets

Tycoons who promised millions for Notre Da…

Months after fire ravaged the French landmark's
roof and spire, small donors — not tycoons —
have made the first private payments for its
abc.net.au

UN Court Rejects UAE Bid for Measures Against Qatar
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UN Court Rejects UAE Bid for Measures Against Qatar
The International Court of Justice on Friday ruled against the United Arab Emirates
in a two-year legal battle accusing Abu Dhabi of discrimination against Qatari
citizens.

https://www.courthousenews.com/un-court-rejects-uae-bid-for-measures-against-qatar/

Make the Pledge for Election Integrity. 

Joe Biden
@JoeBiden

Donald Trump doesn’t think it matters if candidates accept 
damaging intel on their opponent from a foreign government. 
He’s dead wrong. 
 
That’s why I’m signing the Pledge for Election Integrity. I refuse 
to help those who seek to undermine our democracy. 
go.joebiden.com/election-pledge

14.4K 10:02 AM - Jun 14, 2019

4,630 people are talking about this

‼ Excellent Thread‼  

 

Re: Analysis of Pompeo’s Song & Dance 

Ali Vaez
@AliVaez

.@SecPompeo's little performance aimed at accusing Iran for 
this morning's tanker attacks was stunning in one sense: how 
many inaccuracies can one jampack into a 4 min speech? Here 
is a short list:state.gov/secretary-of-s…

825 9:39 PM - Jun 13, 2019

572 people are talking about this

Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo Rema…
SECRETARY POMPEO: Good afternoon. It is the
assessment of the United States Government that
the Islamic Republic of Iran is responsible for the
state.gov

First Democratic debate: June 2019 lineup to take shape  

 

Biden
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Biden 

Sanders 

Buttigieg 

Harris 

Warren 

O'Rourke 

Yang 

Booker 

Castro 

Gabbard 

nslee 

Klobuchar 

Williamson 

de Blasio 

Bennet 

Delaney 

Gillibrand 

Hickenlooper 

Ryan 

Swalwell

The lineup for the first 2020 Democratic debate is set
The Democratic National Committee announced on Thursday which 20 Democratic
presidential candidates qualified for the first set of debates, providing clarity to the
June matchup that will feature the…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/13/politics/2020-first-democratic-debate-lineup/index.html

Trump has bragged that he will break the law

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/06/13/trump-has-bragged-that-he-will-…

New Investigation opened into the Flint water probe explained: 

 

K. Louise Neufeld
@ninaandtito

oh. i think @justinamash wants to still have a career after full 
id f h b dl @MIGOP b f k d Fli t
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evidence of how badly @MIGOP members fucked Flint comes 
out.
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82 people are talking about this

Trump tried to unload a failed NYS golf course that experts say was useless land, but

not before working local officials to see if they could reappraise it at more than 5

times the assessed value, & later used a grossly inflated figure on campaign docs.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-14/failed-trump-golf-course-

turned-into-dilapidated-n-y-state-park

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

How Trump Does Biz  
 
Trump bought the wet, overgrown, tree-tangled parcels that sit 
miles off a state parkway beginning in 1998 for less than the 
current price of a two-bedroom condo in Trump 
Tower.bloomberg.com/news/articles/…

21 4:45 PM - Jun 14, 2019

See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

A Failed Trump Golf Course Turned Into a Dilapidated New Yor…
When Donald Trump bought 436 acres in upstate New York two
decades ago, he envisioned adding two new championship golf
bloomberg.com

F-35 jets: Chinese-owned company making parts for top-secret UK-US fighters 

An expert said it's possible to embed technology such as a chip without a customer's

knowledge that could change how it functions. 

F-35 jets: Chinese-owned company making parts for top-secret UK-US …
An expert said it's possible to embed technology such as a chip without a
customer's knowledge that could change how it functions.
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https://news.sky.com/story/f-35-jets-chinese-owned-company-making-parts-for-top-sec…

New York City Allocates $250,000 for Abortions, Challenging Conservative States 

The money will go to a nonprofit fund that pays clinics for abortions performed on

women who cannot pay, a third of whom live outside New York. 

New York City Allocates $250,000 for Abortions, Challenging Conserva…
The money will go to a nonprofit fund that pays clinics for abortions performed on
women who cannot pay, a third of whom live outside New York.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/14/nyregion/abortion-funding-ny.html

After Placing Blame for Attacks, Trump Faces Difficult Choices on Confronting Iran 

After Placing Blame for Attacks, Trump Faces Difficult Choices on Con…
The president has said Tehran will suffer if American interests are threatened. But
he has been vague about what his response might be, and the administration is
divided.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/13/us/politics/iran-oil-tanker-attack-mine.html

Inside the NRA’s finances: Deepening debt, increased spending on legal fees — and

cuts to gun training 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-the-nras-finances-deepening-debt-incr…

What Is the Hatch Act? Explaining Why Trump Was Urged to Fire Kellyanne Conway 

 

A federal agency recommended firing Trump’s counselor, but he said he would not

comply. Here’s a look at the 1939 law restricting political activity by government
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employees. 

What Is the Hatch Act? Explaining Why Trump Was Urged to Fire Kelly…
A federal agency recommended firing President Trump’s counselor, but he said he
would not comply. Here’s a look at the 1939 law restricting political activity by
government employees.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/13/us/hatch-act.html

As fears of war loom, Trump’s Iran policy, arms deals face challenges in Congress 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/as-fears-of-war-loom-trumps-i…

Elaine Chao Sells Vulcan Stock Holdings 

 

Secretary of Transportation earned the shares while serving on board of the paving-

materials supplier

Elaine Chao Sells Vulcan Stock Holdings
Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao has sold her shares in a paving-materials
supplier after a Wall Street Journal report that she hadn’t fulfilled a pledge to
relinquish the shares, agency document…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/elaine-chao-sells-vulcan-stock-holdings-11560464226
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NowThis
@nowthisnews

Jon Stewart shed tears as a group of 9/11 first responders gifted 
him his late friend’s firefighter jacket

45.2K 8:33 PM - Jun 12, 2019

11.6K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Dexter #TeamPelosi
@Texas_Dexter

Yoga with Dogs  
 
IG my_aussie_gal
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135 people are talking about this
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Chip Franklin
@chipfranklin

Trump says he's with Russia in 2020? Really? And GOP, you 
heard that too. What do you have to say? ~crickets~#resist 
@realDonaldTrump #ImpeachTrumpNow

671 2:59 PM - Jun 14, 2019

450 people are talking about this
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Paul Lee Ticks
@PaulLeeTicks

... and with just two words, the LYING monster disappeared back 
into the Hillbilly woods from which IT came - never to be seen or 
heard from again.#ByeFelicia

253 5:10 PM - Jun 14, 2019

124 people are talking about this
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Justice is Served
@pleasesaveour

#PAM #PAMFAM 
A baby dugong, a large ocean mammal, that has developed an 
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attachment to humans after being separated from its mother and 
getting lost off southern Thailand is being nurtured by marine 

experts in hopes that it can one day fend for 
itself.apnews.com/5e3953f695e14c…

1 6:17 PM - Jun 14, 2019

See Justice is Served's other Tweets

Thai vets nurture lost baby dugong with milk and sea grass
BANGKOK (AP) — A baby dugong that has developed an
attachment to humans after being separated from its mother and
apnews.com

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Pinche-Pastor of Our of the
@Pinche_Pi

Wut!?!  

Boston Magazine @BostonMagazine
"My friend made it. I have no idea why she did it." 
 
Introducing: The clam chowder popsicle. soo.nr/iVEq
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Rothko 

 

#MarkRothko

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#MarkRothko  
 
Born in Dvinsk, RU, now Latvia, Marcus Rothkovich was the 
fourth child born to Jacob and Anna Rothkovich. 
 
Self Portrait#PAM #PAMFAM #Rothko 

 

65 11:15 PM - Dec 30, 2018

38 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Relatively quite Friday, for some reason it felt like a Saturday. 

 

The big news today is the UK Report on RU elex interference corroborates the reports

published by our intel agencies about same. 

 

What has #TeamPatriot been saying for years? 

 

IT’s ALL CONNECTED!
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⭐Thank you⭐ 

 

Words cannot begin to express my deepest gratitude to a mysterious benefactress.  

 

I can’t wait to go to the fabulous event and enjoy eating, drinking and being merry!  

 

How did you know? I can’t begin to thank you enough from the bottom of my heart.

0:00



Huge shout out #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour @kim585

@mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @RealMsFeathers @LVFREW @GeorgieRabbits

0:00

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

June 14, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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